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Abstract. Let YZ be the class of monadic, total monadic or linear monadic recursion schemec;. 
We introduce the executability problem for %’ and show how its complexity can be used to obtain 
lower and/or upper bounds on the complexities of decision problems for %‘. These decision 
problems include divergence, isomorphism, strong equivalence and weak equivalence. 
Three possible measures of the maximal possible depths of nesting of function calls in the 
computations of members of % are also introduced. Lower and upper bounds on these measures 
are presented in terms of functions of scheme size. Exponential bounds are obta ned for the 
classes of monadic recursion schemes: but polynomial bounds are obtained for t’te classes of 
total monadic and linear monadic recursion schemes. One corollary of special irterest is the 
following: 
Thcrc exist (= -’ 0 such that a monadic recursion scheme S ic; total if ~IK! only if 
no computation of S entails a depth of nesting of function calls greater than c - n’ 
where n is the size of S. 
We use these bounds on depths of nesting of function calls to derive a number of nondeterminis- 
tic polynomially time-bounded or polynomially space-bounded algorithms for decision problems 
for the classes of schemes %? above. 
1. Introduction 
Monadic recursion schemes, also called monadic functional schemes, have been 
studied by a number of authors, for example [2-81. Most of this work has dealt 
with the decidability, rather than the complexity, of such decision problems as 
totality, divergence, strong equivalence, weak equivalence, etc. The complexity of 
such decision problems for the single variable monadic program schemes and for 
the linear monadic recursion schemes was studied in [ 101. Here and in [ 1 l] (see 
also [ 121) we study the complexity of such decision problems for the classes ‘6 of 
tnonadic, total monadic and linear monadic recursion schemes. We show how a 
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complexity theory for decision problems for the above classes of monadic recursion 
schemes can be based upon the concepts of executability and nesting depth intro- 
duced below. 
In Section 2 we present he basic definitions of monadic recursion schemes and 
their interpretations, computations and decision problems used in this paper. In 
Section 3 we extend the concept of executability problems introduced in [9] to 
monadic recursion schemes and show how the complexity of executability problems 
can be used to obtain lower and/or upper bounds on the complexities of decision 
problems. The results obtained include the following. 
( 1) Let % be the class of monadic, total monadic or linear monadic recursion 
schemes. Let p be any binary relation on % such that 
(i) if S and 7’ are strongly computationally identical (see Definition 2.8), then 
SpT, and 
(ii) if SpT, then S and T are weakly equivalent. 
Then the executability problem for % is polynomially reducible to the problem of 
determining, for S, T E ‘e, if -(SpT). 
(2) Let % be th e class of monadic or linear mona,?ic recursion schemes. Then 
the executability problem for %’ is polynomially equivalent to the negation of the 
divergence problem for K 
In Section 4 we introduce three alternative measures of the maximal possible 
depth of nesting of function calls in the computations of monadic recursion schemes. 
Lower and upper bounds on these measures are presented in terms of functions 
of scheme size for the classes % of monadic, total monadic or linear monadic 
recursion schemes. Exponential bounds are obtained for the class of monadic 
recursion schemes. O(n”) bounds are obtained for the classes of total monadic or 
linear monadic recursion schemes. One corollary of special interest is the following: 
There exist c* > 0 such that a monadic recursion scheme S is total 
if and only if no computation of S entails a depth of nesting of function 
calIs greater than c l 12’ where n is the size of S. 
This O(n*) bound should be compared with the ‘obvious’ O(Y) bound that can 
be inferred from the constructions in [2]. A study of general complexity measures 
on the computation trees associated with monadic recursion schemes can be found 
in [4]. However, [4] does not address the issues considered here. 
in Section 5 the polynomial bounds in Section 4 are used to derive a number of 
nondeterministic polynomially time-bounded or polynomially space-bounded 
algorithms for decision problems for the classes +? above, Results obtained include 
the following: 
!I) The negation of the totality problem for the monadic recursion schemes is 
NP-complete. 
(2) The strong equivaIence problem for the total monadic recursion schemes is 
decidable in poIynomia1 space. 
Results (1) and (2) should be compared with the previously known exponential 
time and space upper bounds implied by the construction in [2]. 
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Finally, in Section 6 we give a short conclusion. 
In [1 1] (see also [12]) we prove that the executability problem for the monadic 
recursion schemes requires deterministic exponential time, This deterministic 
exponential lower time bound and the results of Section 3 yield a number of 
deterministic exponential lower time bounds for decision problems for the monadic 
recursion schemes including divergence, strong and weak computational identity, 
isomorphism, strong equivalence, etc. 
The rest of this section consists of several definitions and notation about relations, 
strings and computational complexity. 
Definitidn 1.1, Let D be a nonempty set. Let p, u and T be binary relations on D 
such that 
(i) if xpy, then x~y, and 
(ii) if xoy, then x~y. 
Then we say that the relation u is between p and 7. 
Definition 1.2. Let x and y be strings over a finite alphabet C. We denote the 
empty string by A. the length of x by Ix], and the concatenation product of x and y 
by x l y and also by _YY. 
Definition 1.3. Let 2 and d be finite nonempty alphabets. Let L c C*. I.et M c A*. 
We say that L is polynomiafly reducible to M if and only if there exists a function 
f from C* to A* computable by a deterministic polynomially time-bounded Turing 
machine such that, 
for all x E E*, x E L if and only if f (x ) E A4. 
If L is polynomially reducible to M and M is polynomially reducible to L, we say 
that L and M are po!ynomially equivalent. 
Finally, the definitions of the language classes P, NP and PSPACE, NP-hard 
language, and NP-complete language are standard and can be found in [l]. 
2. Monadic recursion schemes-Definitions and basic properties 
In this section we present the basic definitions, notation and properties of monadic 
recursion schemes, interpretations and computations used in this paper. 
We assume that DFS, BFS and PS are pairwise disjoint countably infinite sets 
called the sets of defined function symbols, basis function symbols and predicate 
symbols, respectively. A defining statement is a string of the form 
Fx := if px then cyx else /3x i*) 
\vhcre := . if, then and else are thought of as single symbols, FE DFS, p E PS, and CY 
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and /3 are elements of (DFS v BFS)*. A defining statement of the form (*) is called 
a defining statement for (or of) F. The strings (Y and /3 are called the embedded 
strings of (*). 
Definition 2.1. A monadic recursion scheme S = (DFS(S), BFS(S), PS(S), Fo, 
OS(S)) where 
(1) DFS(S) is a finite subset of DFS, 
(2) BFS(S) is a finite subset of BFS, 
(3) PS(S) is a finite subset of PS, 
(4) FOG DFS(S) is called the initial defined function symbol of S, and 
(5) DS(S) is a finite set of defining statements of the form 
Fx := if px then ax else &x 
where FE DFS(S), p E PS(S), cy E (DFS(S) u BFS(S))*, p E (DFS(S) u BFS(S))*, 
and there is exactly one defining statement in DS(S) for each FE DFS(S). 
We represent monadic recursion schemes, henceforth also called schemes, by 
finite lists of defining statements with the defining statement for the initial defined 
function symbol first. Since there is a defining statement for each defined function 
symbol of a scheme S in any representation of S, it is easy to infer from a 
representation of S which symbols in an embedded string are defined function 
symbols and which are basis function symbols. We sometimes represent a defining 
eqlration of the form 
Fx :r= if px then cux else CYX 
bY 
Fx := ax. 
Definition 2.2. The size of a monadic recursion scheme S, denoted by IlSll, is the 
number of symbols appearing in the defining statements of S. 
The reader should recall that we think of :=, if, then and else as single symbols. 
The meaning of monadic recursion schemes is defined in terms of interpretutions, 
configuratiorrs and corvputntiorw in the standard manner. 
Definition 2.3. An inrerprethw I consists of 
( 1) a nonempty set D called the dcwzhz of I, 
!2) an assignment of an element of D to the symbol ‘s ‘, 
(3) an assignment of a function fl from D to D to each !Jasis function symbol j, 
and 
14 an assignment of a predicate pi from D to {true, false} to each predicate 
‘ib mhol p. 
Let I be an interpretation with domain Lit. When the predicate symbols and basis 
function symbols of a monadic recursion scheme are interpreted as predicates and 
functians over D, each defined function symbol becomes the name of a monadic 
recursive program. The recursive program corresponding to the initial defined 
function symbol is initially called with an actual parameter equal to the element 
of D assigned to the symbol “x0 under I. 
De~~~~o~ 2.4. A free (or ~e~~~a~~) i te~~ret~~i~~ I is an interpretation such that 
(1) the domain of I is BFS* l {x}, 
(2) the assignment of the letter ‘Y to the symbol ‘Y, 
(3) the assignment of a function fr from BFS* l {x} to BFS* l {x} to each basis 
function symbol f where fr is defined by fl(cu 9 x) equals the string ‘“f = a l x”, and 
(4) the assignment of a predicate ~1 from BFS’ 8 {x) to {true, false} to each 
predicate symbol p. 
Definition 2.5. Let S be a monadic recursion scheme. We denote the set 
BFS(S)* * {x} by %‘[S]. Let I be a free interpretation. A co~~g~~~f~u~ of S ~~~~ 
I is a triple (w, y, Q) where 
~E[DFS(S)UBFS(S)]*, YE YQS] and Q=(~EPSCS)IPI(.\ )=tru& 
The binary relation t-z on the set of con~gurations of S under I is defined by 
(M’, y, Q) t-z (IV’, ,v’, Q’) if and only if 
(1) w=pf where fEBFS(S), w’=u, y’=f*y and Q’=~PEPSWI 
p, ( y’) = true), or 
(2 1 1%’ = 6’ . F where FE DFS(S), the defining equation for F in S is 
Fx := if px then ax else /3x 
and either 
(i) JGQ, w’=u l cw,y’=y andQ’=Q,or 
(ii) p& 0, IV’ =U +,y’=yand&?‘=Q. 
Definition 2.6. The computation of a monadic recursion scheme S under a free 
interpretation Z is the sequence of configurations of S and f 
hating the following properties: 
\ 1) co = (.&, x, {p E PS(S) jpr (x) = true}} where F[, is the initial defined function 
symbol of S. 
(2) For all i HI such that the sequence has a term ci+l, ci k-~ci,~. 
(3) If the sequence is finite, then its last term is (A, y, R) for some y E %[S] and 
R c= PS(SL 
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By a partial computation of S under I, we mean a finite initial sequence of the 
computation of S under I. 
If ci = (W s F, y, Q) where FE DFS(S) and the defining statement for F in S is 
Fx :== if px then ax else /?x, 
we say that F is called at the ith step of the computation of S under I. If in addition 
p E Q, we say that cy is the selected embedded string of the call. Otherwise, we say 
that p is the selected embedded string of the call. . 
Let S be a scheme. Let I be a free interpretation. Let co, cl, . . . , ck, . . . be the 
computation of S under I. Then it is easy to verify that Cj = (w, y, Q} if and only if 
the following hold: 
After j steps of the computation of S under 1, 
( 1) IV = w1 - wz . . . . l w,, where w l, . . . , w,,, are the basis and defined function 
symbols not yet expanded with w,~* the next function symbol to be expanded, 
(2) the va!ue of x is y, and 
(3) Q={pEPS(S)jpl(y)=true). 
Examples of a scheme and a corresponding computation under a free interpreta- 
tion appear in Fig. 1. The definitions of configurations and computations, for 
arbitrary interpretations, can be obtained by extending Definitions 2.5 and 2.6 in 
the obvious manner. 
E&h computation of a monadic I ecursion schcrnc has WI ;issociztcd ~czr~rp~tu- 
fiorl trw. The computation tree associated with the computation of a monadic 
recursion scheme S under a free interpretation I has an internal node for each 
occurrence of a defined function symbol called during the computation. Each such 
node has as its immediate descendants nodes for each of the symbols of the selected 
embedded string of the function call corresponding to it. Nodes for basis function 
symbols, A, or unexpanded defined function symbols ar;‘ leaves of the tree. The 
computation tree corresponding to the computation irl Fig. 1 appears in Fig 2. 
Definition 2.7. WC say that two strings u and p in (DFq ~-1 RF%* are con~p~~ihk 
if and only if 1~1 i = 161 and, for each i with 1 G i G 10 1, either the ith symbol of CY 
and the ith symbol of p are the same basis function symbol, or they both are 
defined function symbols. 
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Definition 2.8. Let S and T be monadic recursion schemes. 
(1) The scheme S is total if, for all interpretations I, the computation of S under 
1 halts. 
\2) The scheme S is divergent if, for all interpretations I, the computation of S 
under I diverges. The scheme S is nondivergent if it is not divergent. 
(3) The scheme S is finear if all its embedded strings are in [BFS(S)]* u 
[BFS(S)]* l DFS(S) l [BFS(S)]*. The scheme S is right linear or lefr linear if all its 
embedded strings are in [BFS(S)]* u [BFS(S)]* l DFS(S) or in [BFS(S)]* u 
DFS(S) - [BFS(S)]*, respectively. 
(4) The schemes S and T are strongly computationaily identical if, f#Jr all interpre- 
tations I, the sequences of defining equations called during the computations of S 
and of T under I are identical (even having identical names of defined function 
symbols). 
(5) The schemes S and T are weakly computationally identical if, for all intcrpre- 
tations I, the sequences of defining equations called during the computation::; of S 
and of T under I have identical names, identical predicate symbols, and identical 
selected embedded strings (but not necessarily identical unselected embi,:dded 
strings). 
(6) The schemes S and T are isomorphic if, for all interpretations I, the sequences 
of detining equations executed during the computations of S and of T under I 
have identical predicate symbols and compatible selected embedded strings 
ialthough names of defined function symbols can differ). 
(7) The schemes S and T are strongly equivalent if, for all interpretations I, 
either both the computations of S and of T under I diverge or both halt with the 
same values of .v. 
(8) The schemes S and T are weakly equivafent if, for all interpretations I for 
which both the computations of S and of T under I halt, S and T halt with the 
same values of X. 
The differences between the definitions of strong computational identity, weak 
computational identity and isomorphisrn can be seen by comparing the schemes F, 
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G, H and K of Fig. 3. The schemes F and G are strongly computationally identical. 
The schemes F and H are weakly computationally identical but are not strongly 
computationally identical. The schemes F and K are isomorphic but are not weakly 
computationally identical. 
The scheme F 
Fg := if plx then Fix else x 
Fix := if p 1x then fx else Fg 
F2x := if p2x then fx else gx 
(3) The scheme H 
Fox := if plx then Fix else x 
Fix := if ppx then fx else zx 
The scheme G 
Fox := if plx then Fix else x 
Fix := if plx then fx else F2x 
Ftx := if p3x then gx else hx 
(4) The scheme K 
&x := if p 1x then &x else x 
&x := if plx then fx else wx 
Fig. 3. 
Definition 
(1) The 
2.9. Let 5%’ be a class of monadic recursion schemes. 
executability problem for %’ is the problem of determining, for S E % and 
defined fuiction symbol B of S, if B is called during some computation of S. 
(2) The totality problem for 59 is the problem of determining, for S E %‘, if S is total. 
(3) The diuergvce probl’em for % is the problem of determining, for S E %‘, if S 
is divergent. The no, divergence problem for %? is the problem of determining, for 
S cz (G, if S is nondiverg *nt. 
64) The strong conrputh tional identily problem for % is the problem of determining, 
for S, 7’ E V, if S and T art strongly computationally identical. 
t 5) The weak computation& identity pro6fem for %? is the problem of determining, 
for S, T E %, if S and T are weakly computationally identical. 
(6) The isomorphism problem for % is the problem of determining, for S, T E %, 
if S and T are isomorphic. 
(7) The strong equivalence problem for % is the problem for determining for S, 
T E V, if S and T are strongly equivalent. 
(8) The rveak equivalence problem for ?? is the problem of determining for S, T 
F %, if S and T are weakly equivalent. 
(9) Let p be a binary reIation on %‘. The p problem for %’ is the problem of 
determining, for S, 7‘ E %‘, if (SpT). The NOT-~ problem for % is the problem of 
determining, for S, T E %‘, if -(S~)T). 
We note that to test two schemes S and T for executability, totality, divergence, 
nondivergence, strong computational identity, weak computational identity, 
isomorphism, strong equivalence or weak equivalence one need only consider free 
interpretations. Finally, we denote the sets of monadic recursion schemes, total 
monadic rectAon schemes, linear monadic recursion schemes, and left linear 
m(jnadic recursion schemes by M, TM, LM and LLM respectively. 
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3. Efficient reductions between decision problems 
In this section we show how executability problems can be used to derive lower 
and/or upper bounds on the complexities of various decision problems for M, LM 
and TM. Results obtained include the following. 
3A. Let p &e any binary relation on M between strong computational identity and 
weak equivalence. Letting Ce equal M, LM or TM, the executability problem for %’ 
is polynomially reducible to the NOT-~ problem for 5%. Note that such relations include 
weak computational identity, isomorphism, strong equivalence, etc. 
3B. The executability, nondivergence and negations of the strong computational 
identity, weak computational identity, and isomorphism problems for % = M or %’ - 
LM are polynomially equivalent. 
3C. TIte executability and the negations of the strong computational identity, weak 
computational identity, and isomorphism problems for % I= TM are polynomially 
equivalent. 
We prove 3A in Theorems 3.1-3.5. In Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we rhow that, for 
% = M or for % -1 LM, the executability problem for %’ is polynomially reducible 
to the nondivergence problem for Ce. In Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we show that, for 
CG = LM or for % = M, the nondivergence problem for C is polynomially reducible 
to the NOT-p problem for % for any binary relatiyn p on %’ between strong 
computational identity and weak equivalence. In Theorem 3.5 we show that the 
executability problem for TM is also polynomially reducible to the NOT-~ problem 
for TM for any binary relation p on TM between str<:ng computational identity 
and weak equivalence. (Of course, for TM strong equivalence and weak equivalence 
are the same.) 
Theorem 3.1. The executability problem for M is polynomially reducible to the 
nondivergence problem for M. 
Proof. Let S be a monadic recursion scheme. Let B E DFS(S). Since B is always 
executable in S if B is the initial defined function symbol of S, without loss of 
gl:neiality we assume that B is not the initial defined function symbol of S. 
We construct a monadic recursion scheme T[S] such that B is executable in S 
if and only if T[S] is nondivergent. (Examples of schemes S and T[S], and of 
corresponding computation trees, appear in Fig. 4.) To ensure that T[S] diverges 
if B is not executable, configurations of T[S] will contain a defined function symbol 
that can be replaced by a terminating string of basis function symbols only when 
B is executed. To ensure that T[S] is not divergent if I3 is executzhle, a computation 
by T[S] guesses which defined function symbol will generate the’ijccurrence of B 
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S: EY := if px then GfHHx else fx 
Gx := if 4x then Bx else Hx 
Hx := if 4x then Gfx else x 
Bx :=if px then Bx else Bx 
T[S]: F’x := if px then [GfHH]x else LOOP 
G ‘x := if 4x then x else H ‘x 
H’x :=if 4x then G’fx else LOOP 
LOOPX :=LooPx 
Fx := if px then GfHHx else fx 
Gx := if 4x then Bx else Hx 
Hx := if 4x then Gfx else x 
Bx := if px then BX else Bx 
CGfHWx := if pHx then H’x else [GfH]Hx 
[GfHlx := if pHx then H ‘x else G 'fHx 
F’ 
I 
[GfHH 1 
/\ 
A 
Fig.4. 
and throws away all symbols to the left of this defined symbol. New predicate 
symbols permit the guessing to occur. A new defined function symbol LOOP that 
alviays loops is called if it turns out that the guessed efined function symbol would 
have been replaced by a terminating string of basis function symbols. 
Before presenting the scheme 7’[S], we need some notation: 
I I ) I.OOP is a new defined function symbol not appearing in S. 
6) WFFIXEMRED(S) is the set of al1 suffixes (not necessarily proper) of embedded 
strings of $. 
\.p 1 C-W~K~E-C-:(S I = SUFFIXEMEWD(S) 
n[DFS(S)v BFS(S)]* s DFS(S) 9 [BFS(S)]* 9 (DFS(S) -{B}). 
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(4j MDFS(S)={F’(&DFS(S)-{B}} is a set of’new defined function symbols. 
(5) CHOICESYMBOLS = {[r]l y E CHOICE(S)} is a set of new defined function 
symbols. 
(6) The function t$ on the set SUWIXEMBED(S) is defined by _ .+ 
(a) if 9 E [BFS(S)]*, then 4(y) = LOOP, 
(b) if y = SBv where v E [BFS(S)]*, then q5(& Y, 
(c) if y = 6Fv where S, u E [BFS(S)]* and F E (DFS(S) -{B}), then 4(y) = 
F’v, and A 
(d) if y = & where 6 E CHOICE(S) and Y E [BFS(S)]*, then 4(y) = [[Iv. 
The monadic recursion scheme T[S] is specified as follows: 
(a) DFS( T[S]) = DFS(S) u {LOOP} u MDFS(S) u CHOICESYMBOLS[S). 
(b) BFS(T[S]) = BFS(S). 
(c) The initial defined function symbol of T[S] is F& where Fo is the initial 
defined function symbol of S. 
(d) PS(T[S])=PS(S)U{&IFEDFS(S)-{B}}. 
(e) The defining statements of T[S] are obtained as follows: 
(i) For each F E DFS(S) with defining statement in S 
Fx := if px then ax else fix, 
the defining statement 
Fx := if px then ax else /3x 
is a defining statement of T[S]. If in addition F f B, then the defining statement 
F’x:=ifpx thenQ)(cw)*x else&(P)-x 
is also a defining statement of T[S]. 
(ii) The defining statement 
LOOP := LOOP 
is a defining statement of T[S]. 
(iii) For each symbol [tF] E CHOICESYMBOLS( the defining statement 
[&F]x := if pf=x then F’x else C#I( S) - Fx 
is a defining statement of T[S]. 
The relationship between the schemes S and T[S] is described by the following 
assertion that can be proven by induction on the lengths of partial computations 
of T[S]. 
Claim 3.1.1. For all free interpretations I, if 
(F;!. x. P>t-- FU. z, Q) for T[S] , where G!& [BFS( S)]” u { L.OOP}, 
then 
(I ) il/ = Ho where H E MDFS( S) u CHOICESYMBOLS( S) and o E [DFS( S) u 
BFS( S)]“, and 
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(2) there exist 6, q E [DFS(S) LJ BFS(S)]* such that 
P’ = Pn PS(S), Q’ = Q n PS(S), 
FW if H = F’ where F E DFS(S), 
rl = yw if H = [y] where y E CHOICE(S). 
We claim that I3 is executable in S if and only if T[S] is nondivergent. 
CUSE 1. T[S] is nondiuergent. Let 1 be a free interpretation such that the compu- 
tation of T[S] under I halts. Then by (1) of Claim 3.1 .I there exist G E 
MDFS(S) u CHOICESYMROLS(S), subsets P and Q of PS(T[S]), and v E [BFS(S)]* 
such that 
(F I,, x, P> t-:: (G, y, Q> t-1 h, Y, Q>. 
By inspection of the defining statements of T[S], G = F’ where FE DFS(S) -{B}. 
Let P’=PnPS(S) and Q’=QnPS(S). Then, by (2) of Claim 3.1.1, 
0% x, P’> +I* @F, y, Q’). 
Let the defining equation for F in S be 
FX := if px then ax else &I- 
for some 1~ E PS( S) and strings cy, p E [DFS( S) LJ BFS( S)]*. Since (F’, J’. @-r 
! v. y, 0) where v E HFS( S)“. either 
Z)I- 
Thus 
p E Q, v=cf,(d and CU=~$V (3.1) 
pg 0. ZJ=&@> and P=vBzj for some 77 E 
(BFS(S) u DFS(S)I*. 
(3.2) 
where R = (Ij E PS(S) ( (p), (vy ) = true). 
Hence B is executable in S. - 
Cr;:sc 2. B is ~~cr~tn6le irr S. Then there exists a free interpretation I such that 
B is executed during the computation of S under I. In the computation tree of S 
under I, let r be the rightmost path containing a call of B. Let J be the free 
interpretation that is the same as I except that, for all predicate symbol5 PF E 
PS(T[S]) - PS(S ), (PF 1, (4’) = true if and only if in the path n- a node labelled F is 
an ancestor of the topmost node labelled B on n and y is the value of s at the 
call of F corresponding to that node. (For the example of Fig. 4, ( pF)J (s ) = true 
and ( pc; jJiflr I r= true.) Then the computation of T[S] under J halts. K3 
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Theorem 3.2. The executability problem for LM is polynomiafly reducible to the 
nondivergence problem for LLM and, thus is polynomially reducible to the nondiver- 
gence problem for LM. 
Proof. The reduction in the proof of Theorem 3.1 also works for LM. Scheme 
T[S] is in LLM if the construction is modified so that when an embed&d string 
has basis function symbols to the left of a defined function symbol, they as-f& deleted. 
The construction simplifies ince it is never necessary to guess which defined function 
symbol will execute B. q 
Q 
t 
Theorem 3.3. Let p be any binary relation on LM between strong com~u?ationai 
identity and weak equivalence. Then the nondivergence problem for LIV is poly- 
nomially reducible to the NOT-P problem for LLM. 
Proof. Let S E LM. Let B be a new defined function symbol and let g b3,: a new 
basis function symbol not appearing in S. Let C$ be the function on 
[BFS(S)]* u [BFS(S)]* l [DFS(S)] - [BFS(S)]* 
defined by 
(a) if y = SFV where 8, v E [BFS(S:]* and F 5 DFS(S), then (b(y) = Fv, and 
(b) if y E [BFS(S)]*, then 4(y) = B. 
Let T[S] and W[Sj be schemes pecified as follows. 
(a) DFS( T[S]) = DFS( W[S]) = DFS(S) u {B}. 
(b) BFS( T[S]) = BFS( w[S]) = BFS(S) u (g}. 
(c) The initial defined function symbols of S, T[S] and W[S] are the same. 
(d) PS( T[S]) = PS( W[S]) = PS(S). 
(e) The defining statements of T[S] and of W[S] are obtained as follows: 
(i) For each defining statement 
Fx := if px then ax else &x 
of S, the defining statement 
Fx:=ifpxthen#(a+xelseq5(/3)~x 
is a defining statement of r[S] and of WCS]. 
(ii) The defining statement for B in T[S] is 
and the defining statement for B in W[S] is 
1ys := J&V. 
By direct observation both T[S] and W[S] dre elements of LLM and can be 
constructed from S in deterministic polynomial time. Moreover, it can easily be 
seen that the following hold: 
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(1) S is divergent, then B is not executable in either T[S] or W[S]. Thus, T[S] 
and W[S] are strongly computatrr;,l>lly identical. 
(2) If S is nondivergent, hen there exists a free interpretation Z such that B is 
called during both the computations of T[S] and of W[S] under I. Thus T[S] and 
W[S] are not weakly equivalent. 
Hence S is nondivergent if and only if -( 7’[S]p W[S]). 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let p be any relation on M between strong computational identity und 
weak equivalence. Then the nondivergence problem for M is polynomial reducible to 
the NOT-~ problem for M. 
Proof. Let S E M. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, the idea is to construct schemes 
T[S] and W[S] such that if S is divergent, then T[S] and W[S] are computationally 
identical and if the computation of S halts under a free interpretation I, then the 
computations of T[S] and of W[S] also halt under I, but with different final values 
(so that the two schemes are not weakly equivalent). 
Let F. be he initial defined function symbol of S. Let H and B be new defined 
function symbols not appearing in S. The initial defined function symbol of both 
new schemes is H, and its defining statement in boti: schemes is 
Hx :== BFox. 
The defining statements for B in both schemes replace B with a string of basis 
function symbols, but these strings are different (so that B returns ditferent values 
in the two schemes). The defined function symbols of S and their defining statemerlts 
are included in T[SJ and in W[S]. Cl 
Theorem 3.5. Let p be any binary relation on TM between strong computational 
identity and weak eqrcivaknce. T/ten the executabihty problem for TM is polynomia~ly 
reducible to the NO-I*-p roblem for TM. 
Proof. The proof uses a construction very similar to that in the proof oi I’heorem 
3.1. Let S E TM. Let B E DFS(S). Let & be the initial defined function symbol of 
S. Without loss of generality we assume that B f F(,. 
Let MDFS(S 1, sr~~rw~~rw~(S), t-1 folc’l:(S) and ( I~OIUXMI~OI .s(S) be defined 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let R’ and x be a new defined function symbol 
and basis symbol respectively, not appearing in S. Let C/I be the function on 
SI ;~~rxr:~~r~n(S) defined by, for all y E SI:F):IS~-~~,~I~I-~~~S ), 
(a) if y E [BFS(S)]*, then q5iy) - y, 
Cb) if y = SBu where v E [BFS(S’I]“, then d(y) = B’v, 
(c) if y = ~FP where 6, I’ E [BFS(S)]” and F E (DFS(S) -(B)), then Q5 (y) = F’P, and 
rd, if y = (V where 6 E CHOKE(S) and I’ E [BFS(S)]“, then &y) = [(]v. 
Let T[S] and M/‘[S] be the monzGc recursion schemes specified as follows: 
(a) DFS(T[S]) = DFS(S) u MDFS(S) u {B’) u CHOI~‘EiSYMROL_S(S). 
(W 
W 
W 
W 
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BFS( T[S]) = BFS(S) u {g}. 
I’he initial defined function symbol of T[S] is F&. 
PS( T[S]) = PS(S) v (PF 1 F E DFS(S) -{B}}. 
The defining statements of T[S] are obtained as follows: 
(i) For each FE DFS(S) with defining statements in S, 
FX := if px then ax else fix, 
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T[S] contains the defining statement 
Fx := if px then cyx else fix, 
Moreover, if in addition F #B, then T[S] also contains the defining statement 
F’x := if px then d) ((u ) l x else q5 (PI l x. 
(ii) For each symbol [(F] in CHOICESYMBOLS( the defining statement of 
[(F] in T[S] is 
WI x := if px then F’x else q5 (5) 9 Fx. 
(iii) The defining statement for B’ in T[S] is 
B’x := gx. 
The scheme W[S] is identical to T[S] except that the defining statement for B’ in 
T[S] is 
B’x := gg,‘n’. 
We claim that both schemes T[S] and W[S] are total aild that B is executable in 
S if and only if -( T[Slp W[S]). 
The totality of the schemes T[S] and W[S] is implied by the following claim 
directly analogous to Claim 3.1.1. 
Claim 3.5.1. For all free interpretations I, if 
(F:,, x, P} t- f (I+& 2. Q) for T[ S] and for W[ S] 
where I,& [ BFS( T[ S])]“, 
then 
( 1) I,!! = f-h Whc:x N E MDFS( S) u C~~I~~_~SYMB~LS( S) u { B’} and w E [DFSiS) 
u BFS( S)]“, and 
(2) there exist 5, q E [DFS(S) u BFS(S)]* such that 
(E,, s. P’)-T(&, z, Q’> for S where P’ = Pn PS(S), 0’ = 0 n PS((S), 
Fo if H = F’ uhere FE DFS(S), 
‘I = * yw if H = [r] where y E oro~c~( S). 
P 
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By repeated applications of (2) of Claim 3.5.1, if the computations of T[S] and 
of WCS] under a free interpretation I diverge, then the computation 0; C under I 
also diverges; in which case the scheme S is not total, a contradiction. Thus T[S] 
and WCS] are total. The correctness of Claim 3.5.1 can be proven by induction. 
By arguments analogous to those of Cases 1 and 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
B is executable in S if and only if B’ is executable in T[S] and in W[S]. Moreover, 
by direct inspection of the specifications of T[S] and of W[S], for all free interpreta- 
tions I, B’ is called during the computation of T[S] under I if and okly if it is 
called during the computation of W[S] under I. Thus if B is executable in S, then 
there exists a free interpretation 1such that the computations of T[S] ani of W[S] 
under I both halt and halt with different final values of X. Hence T[S] and W[S] 
are not weakly equivalent and, thus, --(T[S]p W[S]). If B is not executable in S, 
then B’ is not executable in T[S] or in W[S]. In which case T[S] and W[S] are 
strongly computationally identical and, thus, T[SlpW[S]. Hence, S is executable 
in S if and only if -( T[Slp W[S]). Cl 
We prove 3B and 3C in Theorems 3.6-3.11. In Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 we show 
that the nondivergence problem for % = LM or % = M is polynomially reducible to 
the executability problem for (6’. In Theorem 3.8-3.10 we show that the negations 
of the strong computational identity, weak computational identity, and isomorphism 
problems for % = M, % = LM or % = TM is polynomially reducible to the executabil- 
ity problem for %. Finally, in Theorem 3.11 we combine the results of Theorems 
3.1-3.11) to prove 3B and 3C. 
Theorem 3.6. The nondioergence problem for LM is polynomially reducible to the 
execlrtahilitg problem for LLM. 
Proof. Let S E LM and let T[S] be the scheme produced by the construction in 
the proof of Theorem 3.3. Then B is executable in T[S] if and only if S is 
nondivergent. El 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.6, but using the scheme T[S] 
produced by the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.4. 0 
Theorem 3.8. Lcr ‘c; = M, $7 = LM or $5) = TM. Thee the wgation of the strong 
comprrtntiowl iderltiiy problem for V is poly,wnially reducible to the exrc~~tability 
probknr for YE 
Proof. Let S, T E M. WC assume that S and T have the same initial defined function 
symbol ; otherwise , they are trivially not strongly computatione:Iy identical. Let B 
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be a defined function symbol not appearing in S or in T. Let W[S, T] be the scheme 
sfiecified by the following: 
(a) DFs( W[S, T]) = DFS(S) u {B}. 
(b) (i) For each FE DFS(S) A DFS(T) for which the defining statement for F 
is the same in S and T, that same statement is used as the defining statement for 
F in W[S, T]. 
(ii) For each FE DFS(S) not covered in case (i) above, letting 
Fx := if px then ax else /3x 
be the defining statement for F in S, the defining statement foi r” in WCS, T] is 
Fx := if px then (Y l Bx else p . Bx. 
(iii) the defining statement for B in W[S, T] is 
Bx := x. 
The defined function symbol B is executable in WCS, T] if and only if S and T 
are not strongly computationally identical. Also note that the :chemes S and 
W[S, T] are strongly equivalent. Thus, W[S, T] E TM whenever S $5 TM. 
For S E LM, a similar construction can be used, except that in case (ii) of (b), the 
defining statement for F in WCS, T] is 
Fx := Bx. Cl 
Theorem 3.9. Let % = M, % = LM or %’ = TM. Then the negation of the weak 
computational identity problem for %? is polynomially reducible to the executability 
problem for %‘. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.8 and is left to the reader. q 
Theorem 3.10. Let %’ = M, %? = LM or 5~7 = TM. Then the negation of the isomorphism 
problem for %’ is polynomially reducible to the executability problem for 59. 
Proof. Let %? = M or % = TM. Let S, T E %‘. Lzt B be a defined function symbol 
not appearing in S or in T. Let 
EMRED(S, T)={(a,p)( a and p are embedded strings of S and of T respectively}. 
Let q5 be the function on EMRED(S, T) defined as follows: 
(a) If cy and p are not compatible, then c$((cY, p)) = QI l B. 
(b) If cy and /3 are compatible, then &(a, p)) = y where 
(i) Cr =cy1(Y2 9 l ‘cyk, 
(3 P =P1P2 l - . I&, 
(iii) each ai E DFS(S) u BFS(S) and each pi E DFS( T) u BFS(T), 
(iv) y = 341~2 l - . yk, and 
(v) yi = CY~, if ~(i E BFS(S), and yi = (ai, pii, if ai E DFS(S) and pi E DFS(T)- 
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Let W[S, T] be the scheme specified as follows: 
(a) DFS( WC-“:, T]) = DFS(S) u (DFS(S) x DFS(T)) u B. 
(b) BFS( W[S, T]) = BFS(S). 
(c) The initial defined function symbol of W[S, T] is (& GO) where & and Go 
are the initial defined function symbols of S and of T respectively. 
(d) PS( W[S, T]) = PS(S). 
(e) The defining statements of W[S, T] are obtained as follows: 
(i) For each FE DFS(S), the defining statement for F in W[S, T] is the 
same as that for F in S. 
(ii) For each (F, G) E DFS(S) x DFS( T), suppose that the difining statement 
for F in S is 
Fx := if px then ax else @r 
and the defining statement for G in T is 
Gx := if 4x then ‘yx else Sx. 
If p is not the same symbol as 4, then the defining statement for (F, G) in W[S, T] 
is 
(F, G )x := if px then (Y - Bx else p - Bs. 
If p 2nd 4 are the same symbol, then the defining statement for cF, G) in W[S, 7’1 
IS 
(F, G )x :=ifp.r then(b(~cu,y)).selse~((P,s)).s. 
(iii) The defining equation for B in W[S, T] is 
Rx :=x. 
By construction the defined function symbol B of W[S, T] is executable if and 
only if S and T are not isomorphic. Moreover, the schemes S and WCS, T] are 
strongly equivalent. Thus, whenever S E TM, then W[S, T] E TM. Thus the negation 
of the isomorphism problem for ~2 is polynomially reducible to the executability 
problem for %. 
The proof for W = LM is similar and is left to the reader. I.2 
Theorem 3.11. l-et ‘0 = M, Y‘ = LM or ‘6 = TM. 7’lwn t/le e.~eCut(dbi/it! UH~ t*lc’ 
negations of the strong computational identity, weak computational identity and 
isomorphism proh/ems for %? are polyrzomially equivalent. Moreouer, if % = M or if 
Z = LM, then the eaecrttahility arui nondivergence problem for +C are also polylomiall~ 
equioatetzt. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from Theorems X1-3.10. a 
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4. Nesting depth 
We introduce three alternative measurements of the maximal possible depths of 
nesting of function calls in the computations of a monadic recursion scheme. These 
measurements are called ND-nesting depth, EP-nesting depth and Max-nesting 
depth. Lower and upper bounds are presented on the ND-nesting depth, EP-nesting 
depth and Max-nesting depths of monadic, total monadic and linear monadic 
recursion schemes. These bounds are presented in terms of functions of scheme 
size and are summarized in Table 1. They are worst case lower bounds in the sense 
that there exist infinite families of schemes whose nesting depths grow (as functions 
of scheme size) at the indicated rates. They are worst case upper bounds in the 
sense that these nesting depths cannot grow faster than the indicated functions. 
The major result of this section is that exponential bounds hold for M but polynomial 
bounds hold for TM and for LM. As shown in Section 5, these bounds on nesting 
depths affect the computational complexity of testing monadic recursion schemes 
for executability, divergence, totality, strong computational identity, weak computa- 
tional identity, isomorphism, etc. 
Table 1 
Worst case ND-nesting depth, EP-nesting depth and Max-nesting depth. 
ND-nesting depth EP-nesting depth Max-nesting depth 
General 
Total 
Exponential 
Linear 
Exponential 
Quadratic 
Infinite 
Quadratic 
Linear Quadratic Quadratic Infinite 
The depths of nesting of function calls in the computation trees of monadic 
recursion schemes correspond to stack heights in the usual implementation of 
recursive programming languages by a stack of activation records. In this 
implementation, each time a procedure is called, an activation record for the cAled 
procedure is pushed on the stack; and each time a procedure returns, the activation 
record for the procedure is popped off the stack. Thus the depth of a computation 
tree corresponds to the number of activation records on the stack. In practice, each 
activation record includes a return address which corresponds to a position in the 
calling procedure. In monadic recursion schemes, the sequence of left siblings of 
a given node of the computation tree corresponds to the return address in the 
activation record for that node. In contrast, in the usual model of computations by 
monadic recursion schemes, the stack is considered to contain the sequence of left 
siblings of each node that has been called, but has not yet returned. For instance, 
consider the following monadic recursion scheme with initial defined function 
symbol F. 
F := GGGGGGG, G := f. 
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We consider the nesting depth (corresponding tothe number of activation records 
for defined function symbols) to be 2. 
Definition 4.1. The nesting depth of a computation tree of a monadic recursion 
scheme is the number of defined function symbols along the longest path in the 
tree. The ND-nesting depth (nondivergent nesting depth) of a monadic recursion 
scheme is undefined if the scheme is divergent; otherwise it is the smallest nesting 
depth of any finite computation tree. 
Definition 4.2. The Mm-nesting depth of a monadic recursion scheme is the 
maximum of the nesting depths of its computation trees, if such a maximum exists. 
Otherwise, it is said to be infinite. 
Upper bounds on ND-nesting depth can be used to obtain upper bounds on the 
complexity of testing for nondivergence. Upper bounds on Max-nesting depth can 
be used to obtain upper bounds on the complexity of testing for properties defined 
in terms of halting computations. A type nesting depth relevant o the executability 
problem also can be defined. 
Definition 4.3. Let S be a monadic recursion scheme. Let B be a defined function 
symbol of S. If there is a call of B in a computation tree F of S, we define the 
refemmt paths of 9 to be the path from T’s root to its first call of B together with 
all of its paths to the right of this path. 
The EP-nesting depth (read executability problem nesting depth ) of B in a computa- 
tion tree 3 of S is undefined if there is no call of B in 3. Otherwise, the EP-nesting 
depth of B in F is the number of defined function symbols along the longest 
relevant path of 3 The EP-nesting depth of B in S is undefined, if for all computation 
trees 5 of S the EP-nesting depth of B in 9 is undefined. Otherwise, the EP-nesting 
depth of B irt S is the minimum over all computation trees Y of S for which the 
EP-nesting depth of B in 5 is defined. The EP-nesting depth of S is undefined, if 
the EP-nesting depth of any defined function symbol of S is undefined. Otherwise, 
the EP-rzesting depth of S is the maximum over all defined function symbols B of 
S of the EP-nesting depth of B in S. 
In the remainder of this section, we present lower and upper bounds on the 
ND-nesting depth, EP-nesting depth and Max-nesting depth of monadic, total 
monadic and linear monadic recursion schemes. We note that infinite Max-nesting 
depth for general and for linear monadic recursion schemes is easily obtained from 
the following left linear scheme with defined function symbol F and predicate p: 
F’ := if px then x else Fx. 
We next present a family of monadic recursion schemes for which the ND-nesting 
depth grows as an exponential function of scheme size. This example provide; an 
exponential lower bound on EP-nesting depth. 
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Theorem 4.4. There exists a constant c ) 0 such that, for infinitely many n, there is 
a monadic recursion scheme of size n whose ND-nesting depth is greater than 2’“. 
Proof. For each n a 1, we construct a monadic recursion scheme S, of size 37n + 37 
for which the ND-nesting depth of S,, is greater than 211”~iI/-“. 
The scheme S, has a single basis function symbol f, predicate symbols 
PO, PI, . . . , pn, and defined functon symbols F, A, and Pi, Fi, SWITCHi and KEEPS for 
0 G i s n. Its initial defined function symbol is F, and its defining statements are: 
pix := if Fix then x else Pix, 0 s i s n ; 
&x :=if pg then Fix else x, 0 s i s n ; 
Ax := if pnx then xelse A SWITCH~ ; 
SWITcHiX := if PiX then PiSWITCH i+lX elSePiKEEPi+& OS iSn - 1; 
SWITCHaX:= p,fX; 
KEEPiX :=if PiX then PiKEEPi+lX dSe~;iKEEPi+,X,O< iSn -1, 
KEEP,& :=p ,fy. 
The scheme Sn has the following two properties: 
(a) The computation of Sn halts for some computation. 
(b) During every halting computation of Sn, A calls itself recursively 2" times. 
Thefe properties follow from several observations. The values of the predicates 
PO#I, l l ’ 9 pn at any time during a computation of Sn can be viewed as an encoding 
of an n + 1 bit binary integer, with p. representing the lowest order bit. Each defined 
function Pi can be viewed as a verifier for confirming that bit i of the current 
encoded integer is 1. Defined functon Pi performs the verification by returning if 
p,- is true for the current value of the parameter, and looping otherwise. Similarly, 
defined function Fi is a verifier for confirming that bit i is I). When A is called for 
the first time (from F), all the predicates have been verified to be false for the 
current value of the parameter, so the encoded integer is zero. When A is called 
with a parameter whose predicate values encode an integer g2”, A immediately 
returns. When the encoded integer k is <2”, then the expansion of A either diverges 
without expanding A again, or A calls itself recursively with a parameter whose 
predicate values encode integer k + 1. This is accomplished by the SWI rCHi and 
KEEPi defined functions. They test the bits of the current encoded integer k and 
provide for the calling of a set of verifiers to confirm that the next encoded integer 
is indeed equal to k + 1. Note that k + 1 differs from k in that the lowest order bit 
of k that equals 0 is changLd to 1, every lower order 1 is changed to 0, and all 
higher order bits are un,hanged. A basis function f is called to produce the nCw 
encoded integer. If the new encoded integer is indeed k + 1, the verifiers will ;a11 
return, and A will be expanded again. Since A is called initially with predicate 
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values encoding the integer zero, A will call itself recursively 2” times during any 
halting computation of S,. q 
Theorem 4.5. There exists a constant c > 0 such that, for infiniteiy many n, there is 
a monadic recurkn scheme of size n whose EP-nesting depth is greater than 2’“. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.4. 0 
Next, an exponential upper bound on EP-nesting depth for monadic recursion 
schemes is given. 
Theorem 4.6. There exists a constant d > 0 such that, for all monadic recursion 
schemes S, the EP-nesting depth of S is less than 2d”s”. 
Proof. iet S E M and let B E DFS(S). We claim that defined function symbol B is 
called during some computation of S if and only if there exists a free interpretation 
I such that 
(a) B is called during the computation of S under I, and, letting 7r be the 
rightmost path of the computation tree of S under 1 on which B appears, 
(b) on rr, there are i symbols above B, where i C= IDFS(S’,I l 21p”‘s”, and 
(c) each path of the computation tree of S under I to the right of 7r is of length 
+.lFS/ l 2’ps’s’i + 1. 
Thus, the EP-nesting depth of S is less than 
liS[l . (IDFS(S)I a 2’pscs”+ 1)G 23”s”. 
Claims (a), (b) and (c) are verified as follows. Let J be a free interpretation such 
that B is called during the computation of S under J. For each interior node of 
the computation tree of S under J, there is a defined function symbol A labelling 
the node, the value y of the parameter at the call of A corresponding to the node, 
and the set P defined by 
Replace the label of each interior node by the pair (A, P). 
For any path T of length greater than IDFS(S)I l 2”““‘+ 1, at least one pair 
tA, P) must be repeated. Thus there is a free interpretation J’ such that B is called 
during the computation of S under J’ and such that the computation trees of S 
under J and J’ are tlic same except hat the portion of the tree under J between 
the first and second occurrences of (A, P) has been deleted. Claims (a). (b) and (c) 
follow from repeated applications of such ‘cutting and pasting’ arguments. Cl 
Theorem 4.7. I’here exists a constant d :> 0 wch that, for all monadic recursion 
schemes S, the ND-nesting dqth of S is less than 2’*“? 
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proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.6. Cl 
consider total monadic recursion schemes. The next three technical 
Proof. The 
We now 
propositions give simple necessary and sufficient conditions for a monadic recursion 
scheme not to be total. Variants of their proofs imply quadratic upper bounds on 
the nesting depth of total monadic recursion schemes. The first proposition shows 
that, for a total monadic recursion scheme, if a basis function symbol is called 
during the expansion of some defined function symbol, then, for any specified 
subset R of predicate symbols, there is ;ur interpretation causing the defined function 
to return a value satisfying exactly the predicates in R. 
Proposition 4.8. Let S E TM. Let F E (DFS(S) u BFS(S)). Let P, Q, R c PS(S). SUP- 
pose there exists a free interpretation I such that 
W”, x, P) G (YE f, a. 
Then either 
(1) (F, 2, Q> c-7 (A, 2, Oh 01 
(2) there exists a free interpretation J such that 
(2-f) (Fo, & P) t-T (99 2, a, 
(2.2) (F, z, 0)~ f (A, y, R) for some y, and 
(2.3) ,for each tj E (DFS(Sj v BFS(S))*, each u that is a suffix of z, and each 
TcPS(S), (F,,,x, P>t--T($, v, T; if and only if (F,, x, P)t--F($, v. T). 
Proof. Since S is total, if 
(6, x. P) 6 (YE 2, Q>, 
then there exist w E qS] and 0’~ PS(S) such that 
V? z, 0) 6 (A, w, Q’). 
If MD = z, then Q’ = Q and condition (1) holds. 
Suppose w fz. Then since I is a free interpretation, w = uz for some u in 
(BFS(S))‘. Let J be any free interpretation such that 
(a) for all suffixes (nc, ileeessarily proper) v of z and for all p E PS(S), pJ (v) = pi (t. ), 
and 
(b) for all v E %‘[S] such that z is a proper suffix of v and for all p E PS(S), 
pJ(v) = true if and only if p E R. 
From property (a), the computation of S under J agrees with the computation 
of S under I for every value that is a suffix of z. Thus J satisfies conditions (2.1) 
and (2.3). Moreover, since S is total by assumption, 
(F, z, Q) t--J* (A, y, Q’> 
for some y E Z’[S] and Q ‘c PS(S). Since the computation of F on z under I 
produced a call of a basis function, property (a) implies that the computation of F 
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on z under J also produces a basis function call. Thus z is a proper suffix of y. 
But then, from property (b), Q’ = R, and J satisks condition (2.2). Cl 
Proposition 4.9. A monadic recursion scheme S is not total if and only if there exists 
a defined function symbol F of S and a free interpretation I such that 
(1) F appears twice on some path w of the computation tree of S under I, and 
(2) either 
(2.1) letting W’ be the portion of the path from just after the first designated 
occurrence of F up to and including the second designated occurrence, 
no member of vr’ has a right sibling that is an ancestor of a basis function 
symbol, or 
(2.2) some right sibling of the second designated occurrence of F in vr is an 
ancestor of a basis function symbol. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ part. If S is not total, then there exists a free interpretation I 
such that the computation of S under I diverges. The computation tree of S under 
I is infinite, and thus, by Enig’s Lemma, it has an infinite length path. Since S 
only has a finite number of defined function symbols, some defined function symbol 
F appearing on this path satisfies conditions (1) and (2). 
The ‘if’ part. Suppose S satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Let F and I be a defined 
function symbol and an interpretation, respectively, satisfying conditions (1) and 
(2). If F and I satisfy condition (2.1), the two designated occurrences of F are 
called with the same value. The computation of S under I is then in an infinite 
loop of calls of defined function symbols, no right siblings of which generated basis 
function symbols. Thus, the computation of S under I diverges and S is not total. 
Now assume that F and I satisfy conditions (1) and (2.2). Suppose that S is total. 
As will be shown, repeated applications of Proposition 4.8 can be used to construct 
a free interpretation J from the free interpretation I, such that the computation 
of S under J diverges. Thus S is root otal, a contradiction. 
Now we specify the construction of J. Let y be the value with which the first 
designated occurrence of F is called, let 
R =(PEPS~S)jp,(~lI=true] 
and let 
P = (r, E PS(S) 1 pf (x ) I= true}. 
Then corresponding to the first designated occurrence of F, 
V-t,, -r, P} I-F ([F, y, R) for some 6. 
Let G be the leftmost right sibling of the second designated occurrence of F that 
is an ancestor of a basis function symbol. By condition (2.3, the right sibling G 
exists. Therl 
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for some q, 4, z and 0. An application of Proposition 4.8 to G (which is an 
ancestor of a basis function symbol) shows that there is a free interpretation K 
such that 
(F, y, R)ki (qF$G. z W--L (vF+, w R) for some w. 
Continued application of Proposition 4.8 to each symbol in + shows that there 
is a free interpretation L such that 
(For X, P) i-2 (TF, y, R) and (F, y, R > +t ($7 v, R > for SOme u. 
Let t’ = uy. Now, let J be any free interpretation such that 
(a) for all suffixes t of y and for all p E PS(S), p.,(t) = pi, and 
(b) for all I that is a suffix of u, k 20, and p E PS(S), pr(tu”y j =P&). Then 
(F,,,~,p)r-~(sF,y, R) and (F, uy, R)+J ($7 u”“yv,R)foreachka(). 
Thus the computation of S under J diverges. q 
Proposition 4.10. Let SE M. Let I be an interpretation. Let 0 = 0 lcyz l - l ak be a 
sequence of nodes in the computation tree of S under I, suc?z that 
( 1) for 1 < i d k, ai corresponds to a defined function symbol called t/wing the 
computation of S under I, 
(2) for 1 ~i<k,o,istheparentofai,l,and 
(3) for 2 d i sk, cy, has no right sibling that is an ancestor of a basis function 
symbol. If Icy / 3 IDI%(S then LY is part of an injinite path in the computation tree. 
Proof. From (2), every element of ar is called with the same value of the parameter. 
If ICX I> IDFS(S)I, then some defined function symbol, say F, occurs twice in cy. Thus 
F calls itself recursively without changing the value of the parameter. The computa- 
tion of S under I has an infinite loop, and Q is part of an infinite path containing 
a loop of recursive calls without a change in the value of the parameter, 0 
Theorem 4.11. There exists a constant c > 0 such that, for infinitely many n, there 
is a total monadic recursion scheme of size n whose EP-nesting depth is greater than 
Proof. For each n 2 3, we construct a total right-linear monadic recursion scheme 
S, of size 2Sn - 10 with a defined function symbol F,+l such that 
( 1) F,,+l is called during some computation of S,,, and 
(2) for any computation of Sn during which F n+l is called, nesting depth n2 + n 
is obtained before the initial call of F,+l. Thus, the EP-nesting depth of S, is greater 
than IIS,, (12/625. 
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The scheme Sn has a single basis function symbol f, predicate symbols pr, . . . , pn, 
and defined function symbols F1, . . . , Fn +I, G1, . . . , G, _ 1, HI, . . . , H”. Its initial 
defined function symbol is Fr ; and its defining statements are: 
Fix :=if plx then Hlx else x ; 
Fix := if pix then Gi -1~ else x, for 2 s i s n ; 
GIx :=if plx thenx else Hlx; 
Gix I== if pix then x else Gi- 1x9 for 2 d i s n ; ! 
Hix := if pix then Fi+ I~x else Hi + IX, for 1 s i si ; 
H,x :=F,+*fx. 
When Fi, for 1 s i <n is called with a given value, it will eventually call /III with 
that value if and only if pi is verified to be true by I;;:, and for each j such that 
1 sj < i, predicate gj is verified to be false by Gj. Because these tests on the current 
value of the variable have already been made when .Hr is called, Hi for 1 c j s i 
will retest p, and then call Hj+ 1. Finally, Hi will retest pi and will call t;;:+l with the 
new value produced by applying basis function f. Thus, inspection of the defining 
statements of S, shows the following: 
(3) Lf C* tl is called during the computation of S,, Tmder an interpretation I, then 
F nrl is called exactly once and is the last defined function called during the 
computation. 
(4) Let I be a free interpretation. Then, F,,+ 1 is called 
of S, under I if and only if I satisfies: 
( pI l,(x) = true and QJr(fJ ‘x) = true and 
during the computation 
(P,),(f’ ‘A-) = false 
forHj<&n. (**) 
t S) For any such fr-re interpretation 1, the depth of the computation tree of S,, 
under 1 is n2 + tz (see Fig. 5). 
1.6) For any free interpretation J nut satisfying condition (*W, the interpretation 
of S,, under J halts in fewer than II’ + H steps. El 
Proof. Let CT be the maximum length sequence of defined function symbols along 
a path of a computation tree of total scheme S with n defined function symbols. 
‘Chcn 01 = 1~~1 is the maximum depth of nesting for S. Since S is total, m is finite. 
For each i, 1 cz- i -C 11, let vi be the longest prefix of CT (so that ui starts with the root 
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Fig. 5. 
of the computation tree) containing at most i distinct symbols, and let mi = lai\. 
Then u = a,, and m = m,. 
We will now show that the mi’s satisfy the recurrence relations: 
??I 1 = 1 and t?li S m, -1 +i foraIIi32. 
These recurrence relations imply that mi s $(i + l), and in particular that m = m,, s 
$z(n + 1). 
The recurrence relations are established using Proposition 4.9, which applies to 
the path containing 0. First, Proposition 4.9 implies that no two consecutive 
members of (r can be the same symbol, so m 1 = 1. 
NOW consider vi, where i 22. Let ui = (G,, G2, . . . , Gmi). If no member of Cri has 
a right sibling, that is, an ancestor of a basis function symbol of thd computation 
tree, then from Proposition 4.9, each symbol in oi is distinct. But then mi = mi--1 + 1, 
SO certainly mi S HZi - I+ i. 
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Now suppose some symbol in gi has a right sibling, that is, an ancestor of a basis 
function symbol. Let j be the largest integer smi such that Gj has such a right 
sibling. From Proposition 4.9, mi -j < i - 1. Also, from Proposition 4.9, Gj Z Gk 
for any k < j. Thus gi -1 = (Gl, . . . , Gj-1) contains at most i - 1 distinct symbols, 
and SO mi.-l aj -1. But misj+i -1 andjsmi-_1+1 imply that mismi-l+i. 0 
It is obvious that linear growth is a lower bound on the worst case ND-nesting 
depth of total monadic recursion schemes. The following result shows that it is also 
an upper bound. 
Theorem 4.13. Let S be a total monadic recursion scheme, and let n = IDFS(S)I. 
The ND-nesting depth of S is less than or equal to n. Thus for any total monadic 
recursion scheme S, the ND-nesting depth is less tharl or equal to liS(l. 
Proof. Let I be any free interpretation such that pz(y) = true for all p in PS(S) and 
all y in Z[S]. If any path in the computation tree for S under interpretation I has 
two nodes labelled with the same defined function symbol, then the computation 
of S under I diverges, contradicting the totality of S. Ii 
Now, we consider linear monadic recursion schemes. 
Theorem 4.14. Ther’e exists a constant c > 0 srtch that for infinitely many n, there 
is a linear moicladic recursion scheme of size II whose EP-nesting depth is greater 
than c ’ I1 ‘. 
Proof. The corzstruction i the proof of Theorem 4.11 yields left-linear monadic 
recursion schemes with the desired properties. a 
Theorem 4.15. There csists a constarlt c > 0 SM% that for infinitely many n, there 
is n iinear monadic recursion scheme ok’ six n whose ND-testing depth is paler 
Proof. The schemes constructed in Theorem 4.11 can be slightly modifizd to obtain 
linear monadic recursion schemes with the desired properties. For each scheme S,,, 
introduce a new defined function symbol I.CWP, with defining equation 
I OOP := I.ooP; 
and change the occurrence of I to an occurrence of I.OOP in the defir ing equations 
for F,, where 16 i 5 II, and G;, where 1 d i < H. i7 
Theorem 4.16. Let S be n lirtear monadic recwsion scjleme. Then, the EP-nesting 
civpth of S is kss that1 or equal to \lSll’ + IlSll. 
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Proof. Let SE LM. Let I3 E DFS(S). Suppose B is executed uring some computa- 
tion of S. We claim that there exists a free interpretation J of S such that 
(i) B is executed uring the computation of S under J, and 
(ii) no defined function symbol G appears twice as a left sibling of basis function 
symbols before the initial call of B. 
The claim is verified as follows. Let I be any free interpretation such that some 
defined function symbol appears twice as a left sibling of basis function symbols. 
Then, there exists a free interpretation K constructible from I such that the subtree 
generated by the first occurrence of G during the computation of S under K equals 
the subtree generated by the second occurrence of G during the computation of 
S under 1. 
To construct K, let y and uy be the values of the variable at the first and second 
calls of G under I. Then K is any free interpretation such that 
(a) for all proper suffixes f of y and for all p E PS(S), pK (t) = pr(t), and 
(b) for all f E (BFS(S))* and for all p E PS(S), p&y) =p&uy). 
Repeated application of this construction produces an interpretation J for which 
conditions (i) and (ii) hold. By condition (ii) and by Proposition 4.10 at most 
consecutive calls of defined function symbols can occur without the. computation 
either 
(c) entering an infinite loop of calls of defined function symbols without right 
siblings, or 
(d) having two occurrences of $ome defined function symbol both with right 
siblings. 
Thus by conditions (i) and (ii), the polynomial p(jlSlj) = IIS/;’ + llS/ bounds above the 
EP-nesting depth of any linear monadic recursion scheme S. 0 
Theorem 4.17. Let S be a linear monadic recursion scheme. Then, the ND-nesting 
depth of S is less than or equal to @I/’ + IlSll. 
Vroof. The proof is similar to that o.’ Theorem 4.16. cl 
Finally, many of the results in t% section are applicable tc total single variable 
monadic program schemes by weli -known translation arguments [$I. For instance, 
quadratic lower and upper bounds hold for 
(1) maximum computation lengths of total single variable monadic program 
schemes, and 
(2) EP-computation lengths (i.e., the number of str;ps in a computation before 
the first execution of a given statement) of single variable monadic program schemes. 
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5. Applications to decision problems for M, TM and LM 
We use the results of Sections 3 and 4 to derive nondeterministic polynomially 
time-bounded or polynomially space-bounded algorithms for several decision prob- 
lems for M, TM and LM. To do this we need an additional technical proposition 
that characterizes the complexity of the problem of determining, for calls of defined 
function symbols that return, whether the call returns without applying any basis 
function symbols or the call returns after applying at least one basis function symbol. 
Proposition 5.1. There exists a deterministic polynomially time-bounded algorithm 
that given input S E M, FE DFS(S) and PC PS(S) such that 
(i) for all free interpretations I, there exist y E %‘[S] and Q c B(S) for H hich 
UT x, PJ t-; (A, Y, Q) 
outputs “Ilztact” if 
(ii) for all free interpretations I, 
(F. x, P> t-; (A, x, P> 
and outputs “changed” if 
(iii) for all free interpretations I, there exists a y E X[S] with y i+l x and Q c PS(S) 
such that 
VT 2.9 P> t-I’ (A, y, Q). 
Proof. We outline one such algorithm and prove its correctness. The algorithm 
processes a list L of defined function symbols of S. Initially L is empty. No elements 
are deleted from L. 
Algorithm Al 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Sq.? 4. 
sttpp s * 
Step 6. 
End 
Initialize L with F. Mark F “unprocessed”. 
If no element of L is marked “unprocessed”, then halt with output “intact”. 
Let G be the first element of 2. marked “unprocessed”. Mark G “pro- 
cessed”. Suppose the defining statement of G in S is: 
Gx := if px then ax else @x. 
Then, let y = cy if p E P, and let y = p otherwise. 
If y contains a basis function symbol, then halt with output “changed”. 
For all defined function symbols G such that G is in y and G is not already 
an element of L, add G to L and mark G “unprocessed”. 
Go to Step 2. 
Since no defined function symbol is added twice to L, Algorithm Al is determinis- 
tic polynomially time-bounded. We note that every S, F and P that satisfies 
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condition (i), also satisfies condition (ii) or condition (iii). Let S, F bnd P satisfy 
condition (i). 
Suppose S, F and P satisfy condition (ii), but Algorithm Al halts with oqut 
“changed”. Let G be the defined function symbol of S whose processing results 
in the output “changed”. Then, the following hold: 
(1) No defined function symbol processed before G results in output “changed”. 
(2) For all free interpretations I, 
(F, x, P) i-f (SG, x, P) for some 6 E DFS(S)*. 
(3) Let the defining statement of G in S be: 
Gx := if px then ax else @x. 
Then either p E P and some symbol in cy is a basis function symbol of S, or p& P 
and some symbol in p is a basis function of S. 
Thus, for all free interpretations I, (F, x, P) I-f (A, y, Q) where y # x. Thus, S, F 
and P satisfy condition (iii), a contradiction. 
Suppose S, F and P satisfy condition (iii), but Algorithm Al halts with output 
“intact”. From condition (iii) there are a defined function symbol G and a free 
interpretation I such that 
(a) V’, x, P) 6 (CG, x, P), 
(b) let the defining statement of G in S be: 
Gx := if px then ax else fix. 
Then either p E P and some symbol in a! is a basis function or pti P and some 
symbol in @ is a basis function. Then either G was processed, in which case 
Algorithm Al halted with output “changed”, a contradiction; or G was not 
processed. If G was not processed, either G was made an element of L but was 
not processed, or some ancestor of G (possibly G itself) during the computation 
of S under I was not made an element of L. In either case Algorithm Al halted 
at Step 4 with output “changed”, a contradiction. Cl 
We now derive nondeterministic polynomially time-bounded or polynomially 
space-bounded algorithms for a variety of problems. Intuitively, each of these 
problems is NP-hard from results in [lo]. Several decisions problems for LM, 
including totality and nondivergence, were shown to be in NP in [lo]. 
Theorem 5.2. There exist nondeterministic polynomially time-bounded algorithms 
for the following decision problems : 
( 1) the executability problem for TM, 
(2) the executability problem for LM, 
and for the negations of the following decision problems : 
(3) the strong computational identity problem for TM, 
(4) the weak computational identity problem for TM, 
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(5) the isomorphism for ,TM, 
(6) the strong computational identity problem for LM, 
(7) the we k a computational identity problem fat LM, 
(8) the isomorphism problem for LM, 
(9) the divergence problem ,‘or LM, 
( 10) the totality problem for bM, and 
(11) the totality problem for M. 
There exists a polynomially’ space bounded algorithm for 
( 12) the strong equivalence problem for TM. 
Proof. As shown in Section 3, the negations of decision problems (3)-(Y) are 
polynomially reducible to the corresponding executability problems. Thus, non- 
deternlinistic polynomially time-bounded algorithms exist for these decision prob- 
lenis provided they exist for the corresponding executability problems. The existence 
of nondeterministic polynomially-time bounded algorithms for the negations of 
decision problems (10) and (11) and the existence of a polynomially space-bounded 
algorithm for the strong equivalence problem for TM follow by separate arguments. 
(1) The executability problem for TM 
Let S E TM, B E DFS(S), n = IDFS(S)j, and 
rto = max{la i, Ifl[ 1 th ere exists a defining statement of S of the form 
Gx := if px then ax else &r). 
The nondeterministic polynomially time-bounded Algorithm A2 that solves the 
executability problem for TM is as follows. 
Mgorithm A2 
step 1 . Guess a path IT = (rTTI,. . , T,,, ) of defined function syr$~ols of S such that 
Siep 2. 
91 d n - i(rz + l), 7~~ = Fr, and nrrt = B. 
For each i with 2 s i d m, guess up to ~~~~ symbols in DFStS) cl BFS(S) 
right siblings of r3. 
Guess P,, . . . , P,,, = I%(S). . 
For each i with 2 pi s IFI, do the following. Let the right siblings for 
guessed during Step 2 be s 1, . . . , A-,. Let the defining statement for T, 1 
S be: 
ni 1-y := if p.u then as else ps. 
Verify that 
p E f, 1 and T:.Y I s - - .I-, is a sutiix of N, 01 
pg PI I alld nix 1 - - - xi is a suffix of @. 
If rrot, halt without output. 
as 
7f, 
of 
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Ss4p 5. For each i with 2 s i s m verify that 
(1) Pi-1 =Pi, or 
(2) some right sibling for mi guessed during Step 2 is a basis function symbol, 
or 
(3) some right sibling xk for wi guessed during Step 2 is a defined function 
symbol such that Algorithm Al, given input S, xk and Pi-l, outputs 
“changed”. 
If some vi does not satisfy (l), (2) or (3) halt without output. Otherwise, 
halt with output “true”. 
End 
Clearly, Algorithm A2 is nondeterministic polynomially time-bounded. We claim 
that B is executable in S E TM if and only if Algorithm A2, given input S and B, 
outputs “true”. Thus, Algorithm A2 solves the executability problem for TM. The 
validity of our claim follows because the tree 7’ consisting of 7r together witn the 
corresponding right siblings guessed during Step 2 is a subtree of a computation 
tree T’ of S under a free interpretation I, provided Algorithm A2 outputs “true”. 
By Theorem 4.12, if such T’ and I exist, then there is a path 7r of T’ i with 
I I T s 11 l l(n + 1) such that B appears on n. By Proposition 4.8, T’ and I exist 
provided. for 2 s i d m, either Pi--l = Pi or some right sibling of ni ic, an ancestor 
of a defined function symbol. But Algorithm A2 can be used to dekrmine if the 
latter condition holds. 
(21 Tlte executability problem for LM 
The proof is immediate from Theorem 4.16, since the number of nodes of a 
computation tree of a linear monadic recursion schezne S is bounded above by a 
polynomial in llSll and the depth of the tree. 
(10) and (11) The negatiorzs of the totality problems for LM artd for M 
Clearly, it suffices to present the algorithm for M. Let S E M. The algorithm for 
M closely resembles Algorithm A2. The nondetei*ministic polynomially *.ime- 
bounded algorithm that solves the negation of the totality problem for M is as 
follows. 
Algorithm A3 
The algorithm is identical to Algorithm A2 except for Step 1. The new Step 1 is: 
Step 1. Guess a path 7~ = (rl,. . . , T,,,) of deked function symbols of S suck that 
rn =n l $n + l)+l and nTTI =& 7 
End 
Clearly, Algorithm A3 is nondeterministic polynomially time-bounded. We claim 
that SE M is riot total if and only if Algorithm A3, given input S, outputs “true”. 
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To prove this we show that S is not total if and only if there exists a tree T consisting 
of a path 7r = (~1,. . . , ‘TT,) of defined function symbols (where m = n l l(n + 1) + 1 
and vl = FO) together with up to no right siblings of each ri and PI,. . . , P,” c PS(S) 
that satisfy all the conditions verified during Steps 4 and 5. 
(i) The ‘if’ part. Suppose quch a tree T exists, but S is total. By Theorem 4.12, 
if T is a subtree of a computation tree T’ of S under some free interpretation 2, 
then S is not total. But, if S is total, Proposition 4.8 applies; and T is a subtree 
of a computation tree T’ of S under some free interpretation I. Thus, S is not total, 
a contradiction. 
(ii) The ‘only if’ part. Suppose S is not total. Then, there exists a free interpretation 
I such that the computation of S under I diverges. Thus, the computation tree T’ 
of S under I has an infinite path. Let V’ = ( T,, . . ., 1 k,... 7 ) be the rightmost infinite 
path in 7”. Let 7r = (x1,, . . , nm) be the first nt members of n. Then vl =&. Let 
)‘I,..., ypn be the values of the parameter at the calls of rl, . . . , VQ,,, respectively, 
during the computation of S under I. For all i with 1 s i s WI, let 
Pi = (;p E PS!S)Jp, t y,) = true}. 
Let T be the tree consisting of r such that, for 1 s i s HZ, the right siblings of zi 
in T are the right siblings of ri in T’. 
Clearly, T and PI, . . . , PI,1 satisfy all conditions verified during Step 4. Suppose 
there exists a j with 2 5~‘s rn such that conditions (11, (2) and (3) of Step 5 do rtot 
hold. Then P, I # P,, no right sibling of nj is a basis function symbol, and either n, 
has tro right siblings or, for each right sibling G, Algorithm A 1, given input S, G 
and p, I, outputs “true”. If 7, has 120 right siblings, then Pi l = P, since T is a fully 
executable subtree of T’, a contradiction. Suppose, for each right sibling G of v,, 
Algorithm A2, given input S, G and P, . 1, outputs “intact”. Then, since the 
expansion of G under I given P, 1 terminates, each expansion of G given P, 1 
terminates without generating a basis function symbol for any free interpretation. 
Again, thi:..: implies P, .1 = P,, a contradiction. 
t 12) T/w stmn~ e.pit'dcncf prohlern fi7r TM 
We give a nondcterministic polynomially space-bounded algorithm for recogniz- 
ing pairs of total monadic recursion schemes that are not strongly equivalent Since 
thi classes of deterministic and nondeterministic polynomially space-bounded 
languages are the same [ 131, there is a dt terministic polynomially space-bounded 
algorithm for the strong equivalence problem for TM. 
Let 42 and ‘r ‘E TM. The ;aondeterministic algorithm guesses a free interpretation 
and simulates the compuration of :‘1’1 and J‘ under the guessed interpretation. 
interleaving the simulated computations. 
The algorithm first guesses a subset of PS( Jti ) :J PS( l7 to be satisfied by the initial 
~aluc of the parameter. The computstlon of @ is simulated until a basis furction 
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is called. Then the computation of ‘V is simulated until a basis function is called. 
A guess is made as to which subset of PS(%) u PS( Y) is to be satisfied by the value 
returned by the basis function. Then again the computations of % and “Y are 
simulated until they each call the next basis function. The algorithm proceeds in 
this manner, alternating the computation of % until a basis function is called with 
the computation of V until a basis function is called. The algorithm outputs “NOT 
STRONGLY EQUIVALENT" if at some point % and “cr call different basis functions, 
or if one computation halts while the other computation calls a basis function. 
Since in the interleaved simulation, % and “v^ always operate on the same value 
of the parameter, the algorithm need only keep track of which predicates are 
satisfied by the current value of the parameter, and need not remember the sequence 
of basis functions applied so far. The algorithm also needs to keep track of the 
sequence of functions to be called by % and Y. However, the maximum number 
of functions to be called in a computaiion is bounded by the depth of the computation 
tree times the size of the longest defining equation in the scheme. Since from 
Proposition 4.12 there is a polynomial bound on the depth of nesting, the algorithm 
is polynomially space-bounded in the size of % and ‘y: The crucial point is that 
although the number of steps in the computation and the number of basis furciions 
called may well be exponential in the size of a total scheme, the stack of functions 
to be called has a quadratic bound on its size. IzI 
6. Conclusion 
We introduced executability problems for classes ‘f of monadic recursion schemes 
and showed how they can be used to derive lower and/or upper bounds on the 
complexity of decision problems for ‘3% The classes (8 are M, TM and LM. The 
decision problems include strong computational identity, weak computational iden- 
tity, isomorphism, strong equivalence, weak equivalence and divergence. Three 
alternative measures of the depth of nesting of procedure calls in a monadic 
recursion scheme were also introduced. Lower and upper bounds for these measures 
as functions of scheme size were derived for % = M, 59 = TM and % = LM. We 
allowed that upper bounds on a number of decision problems for (%? are closely 
related to upper bounds on nesting depth for Y?. -We exploit this relationship by 
using bounds on nesting depth to derive upper bounds on a number of decision 
problems. 
In [l l] (see also [ 121) we extend these results in several ways. First, we show 
that the executability problem for a class of ?fery simple monadic recursion schemes 
requires deterministic exponential time. We use the constructions in Section 3 
above to derive a number of deterministic exponential lower and/or upper bounds 
on the rirnt: complexity of various decision problems for M. 
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